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This paper focuses on school- and classroom-level responses to performance-based accountability. While the ultimate outcome of interest of education accountability policies is student achievement, a focus on intermediary outcomes – such as school and classroom behavior – has important policy implications in its own right for reasons discussed below. This paper is one of six papers prepared for the U. S. Department of Education in response to Section 1503 of the No Child Left Behind legislation requiring that the U. S. Department of Education provide an interim report to Congress on the effects of the law.

BACKGROUND
The last two decades have witnessed a marked shift in education policy from a focus on changes in inputs and process to a focus on outcomes – in particular, student achievement as measured by test performance. Key states, including Texas, North Carolina, Kentucky, Maryland, and Florida, broke the path in the late 1980s and 1990s by holding schools accountable for the learning of their students. In 2001 the policy went national. Congress passed the landmark No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) requiring that schools and school districts across the country be held accountable for student performance.¹ States must set targets for school and district performance and assess whether schools and districts make adequate yearly progress (AYP) toward a goal of proficiency for all students. Schools and districts that do not make adequate progress are subject to interventions.

¹ Earlier authorizations of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) required standards and tests, but did not enforce accountability mechanisms.
The ideas behind NCLB are simple ones. The intent is to promote improved student achievement and to reduce achievement gaps among student groups -- especially gaps between advantaged and disadvantaged students -- through the establishment of standards and performance-based accountability mechanisms. Standards define important areas of student learning by subject and grade level; performance-based accountability mechanisms establish incentives for teachers and schools to promote learning in those areas. Many accountability systems also include provisions for assistance that is provided to schools or districts that do not meet their accountability targets. The alignment of curriculum and instructional practices with the standards is a critical implied part of the reform and the focus of this paper. Educators are expected to respond to the incentives and the assistance in ways that lead to increased alignment between the curriculum and instruction offered to students and the standards and assessments that reflect the system’s learning goals.

Examining school and classroom behavior is important for sorting out the costs and benefits of performance-based accountability systems. Outcome measures alone, namely student test scores, are insufficient for such a determination. They can only tell part of the story largely because no test, or even set of tests, can examine everything we want students to learn. Some important aspects of learning, such as creativity and higher order problem solving, are not very amenable to large-scale paper and pencil testing. In addition, the items included in single test address only a sample of the full range of skills and knowledge that are embodied in state standards, and there are important school
outcomes—both academic and non-academic—that are not tested at all. Because the costs of testing all important areas of learning are exceedingly high, policymakers must rely on other sources of information such as evidence regarding teachers’ behaviors to obtain a complete picture of what outcomes schools are promoting and whether performance-based accountability has led to beneficial or harmful changes to the educational opportunities schools provide to students. Examining behavioral responses is also important because, as we explain later, they can provide early indicators of whether, why and where reforms may be off track.

**Intermediate Outcomes**

Intermediate outcomes refer here to the behavioral responses of teachers and schools to standards and accountability policies. We are especially interested in classroom instructional practices since this is where student learning takes place. But we are also interested in the system’s response to accountability pressure, for example, its influence on companion policies, such as those that might affect and resource allocation patterns. We report evidence to address four specific questions. The first three questions ask about the extent to which standards and accountability policies shape instructional practice in classrooms. The fourth asks about their influence on the infrastructure that supports instruction.

1. *Do standards and accountability policies lead teachers to focus on different subject areas than they otherwise would?* For example, are teachers spending
more time on tested subjects, most often mathematics and reading? To what extent is this at the expense of other subjects or activities?

2. *Do standards and accountability policies lead teachers to focus on some types of instructional practices or content areas over others?* For example, is there a greater instructional emphasis on the types of skills tested, e.g., basic skills? problem solving skills? inquiry skills?

3. *To what extent do standards and accountability policies lead teachers to focus on skills specific to assessment and testing procedures or to engage in other behaviors that might lead to higher test scores, but have little impact on real learning by students?*

4. *To what extent do standards and accountability policies influence the infrastructure that supports instruction?* For example, are resources reallocated to support teachers in developing the instructional skills and practices necessary to teach to the standards?

Answers to these questions provide insights into the effects of performance-based accountability where direct outcome measures are not readily or fully available either because they do not exist or because they are evident only with some lag. They are important for two major reasons.

First, while a performance-based accountability system provides performance incentives for teachers and administrators by meting out rewards and penalties on the basis of how well students measure up on tests, they also create an inherent problem. To the extent
that some outcomes are more easily measured than others, an accountability system may lead to behavioral distortions (Milgrom and Roberts, 1991; Hannaway, 1992; Ladd, 1996). In short, individuals may be overly attentive to what is measured and slight other important areas of learning. Evidence on what is actually occurring in schools and classrooms can help detect such distortion and gauge the likely magnitude. Without such information, policy makers have at best incomplete information on policy effects.

Second, as suggested earlier, information on intermediate outcomes helps to explain why outcomes occur. Such information has three benefits. First, it identifies the mechanisms that produce outcomes and therefore can guide administrators to practices that may more reliably yield hoped-for results. It can also provide insight into behavioral responses that might lead to higher student test scores, but does so in ways that do not lead to real learning, e.g., through teaching test taking skills. In short, it gives insight into the “black box” of schooling. Second, studies of policy effects on student achievement are necessarily complex, involving sophisticated decisions about measurement strategies and analytic approaches that often generate debate. Information on intermediate outcomes – the mechanisms that link a policy initiative to ultimate outcomes -- can increase confidence in estimates of policy effects by providing an empirically based chain of reasoning on how outcomes are generated. And, third, as noted above, because there is generally a lag between the execution of a policy and outcomes, information on these mechanisms can help predict outcomes that are not yet evident. In doing so, it can provide early guideposts to identify likely problem areas that might warrant additional
resources and attention or to caution policy makers not to come to pre-mature conclusions about no effects.

We necessarily cast a broad net for evidence to address these questions. Because state developed accountability systems have been in place longer than NCLB-induced systems, far more evidence is available for effects of state systems than for broadly defined NCLB effects. In this review, we use survey results from teachers and administrators in states that have instituted performance-based accountability policies; national survey data from teachers and administrators; student performance information by subject, as well as qualitative findings and insights gained from small case studies.

1. Do standards and accountability policies lead teachers to focus on different subject areas than they otherwise would?

The basic objective of performance-based accountability policies, including NCLB, is to improve student learning by focusing instructional effort on areas of learning considered important. Defining standards for what students should learn and then conferring rewards and penalties based on how much they have learned is the basic strategy. If the strategy works, one would expect a shift in instruction to subject areas that are identified, tested, and rewarded, resulting in a more focused curriculum. That is the intent. And there is evidence that performance-based accountability leads to an increased focus on raising student achievement in tested subjects. It is notable that the amount of time spent on instruction in mathematics in elementary school increased 40 percent from the 1999-
2000 year to 2003-2004 school years, according to teacher reports in the Schools and Staffing Survey, as state and federal accountability plans were implemented (Hannaway, 2007). Teachers have reported responding to accountability by focusing their efforts more strongly on achievement than they had previously, by working harder, and by seeking to improve their own practices in tested subjects (Bishop & Mane, 1999; Hamilton et al., 2007; Wolf, Borko, McIver, & Elliott, 1999).

At the same time, as noted earlier, not all important areas of learning are tested and incorporated into accountability systems. So there are legitimate concerns about the extent to which standards and accountability policies might distort behavior and overly divert attention from worthwhile, but untested, subject areas to tested ones. In other words, the positive changes described in the previous paragraph may be offset by reduced attention to activities and outcomes that are considered important, but that are excluded from the accountability system.

The subjects typically first included in accountability systems are reading/language arts and mathematics. No one would disagree that these are important basic subjects and that a serious level of effort should be given to them. While we do not have representative data on the amount of attention given to these subjects before performance-based accountability policies were enacted, we do have some indication that at least in mathematics the amount of attention given to mathematics instruction in elementary grades varied greatly and was often inadequate.
A study in 1980s of fourth and fifth grade mathematics instruction, prior to performance-based accountability policies, used teacher logs to examine mathematics instruction (Porter, 1989). It found tremendous variation across classrooms in how much instruction occurred: the teacher who taught the most mathematics in this study provided students the equivalent of 23 weeks more instruction in mathematics than the teacher who taught the least (Porter, 1989).² In short, the extent to which students had an opportunity to learn mathematics was largely due to the luck of the draw or to whose class a student might be assigned. The study also found that the preponderance of instructional time in mathematics was devoted to basic skills. Few analysts would find this situation acceptable today. Presumably performance-based accountability in mathematics ensures that teachers provide at least some minimal level of mathematics instruction and also directs them to focus on particular skill sets.

Not surprisingly, the available evidence confirms that, under conditions of a performance-based accountability system, instructional time on tested subjects increases. It also appears that this increase sometimes comes at the expense of non-tested subjects, resulting in a narrowing of the curriculum. We first report the state level findings and then those from the national level. By and large, the patterns are similar.

The question for policy makers, as we review this evidence, is two-fold. First, to what extent is the substitution of tested for non-tested subjects occurring? Is it substantial or is

² A large organizational literature developed in the 1970s and 1980s often referred to as “loosely coupled theory” based on observations about the considerable discretion that resided at the service delivery point in
it small? And, second, is this reallocation worthwhile? The first question is easier to address than the second. Addressing the second question not only involves value issues since individuals differ in the extent to which they value, say, social studies, art, science, etc.; but it also requires some consideration of the possibility that increased capacity in, say, reading or mathematics, may have payoffs not only in reading and mathematics but also in social studies or science. In other words, the amount of social studies a student learns may be a function of both the amount of social studies instruction they receive (holding instructional quality constant) and their reading ability. So if their reading level increases, the amount of social studies they learn may increase even if the amount of time on social studies instruction decreases.

CRESST (Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing) researchers began examining the effects of accountability policies on teachers, mainly in Kentucky and Washington state in the late 1990s. When the research began in 1996, Kentucky was a stand-out leader in state standards and accountability policies. The state tested some subjects in grades 4, 7 and 11 and in other subjects in 5, 8 and 10. Testing only in selected grades is called “milepost testing” and was intended to control and distribute the cost and time burdens of testing.

Milepost testing provided researchers with an opportunity to compare instructional practices in tested grades with non-tested grades and this is what was done by CRESST researchers in Kentucky. By a large margin, Kentucky teachers reported that they

education organizations and the general lack of mechanisms of coordination and control (March and Olsen,
allocated increased time to subjects being tested and decreased the time spent on subjects that were not tested in the grades they taught. Mathematics, for example, was tested in grade 5. Eighty-two percent of 5th grade Kentucky teachers reported increasing instructional time in math; but only 14 percent of 4th grade teachers reported doing the same (Stecher and Barron, 2001). Similarly, science was tested in 4th grade, and 76 percent of 4th grade teachers reported increasing instructional time in science, compared to only 13 percent of 5th grade teachers (Borko, 2005). Estimates of actual hours of instruction by subject also were significantly different between teachers in tested and non-tested). For example, 4th grade teachers, on average, spent nearly 50 percent more time on science instruction than 5th grade teachers (5.2 hours/week vs. 3.5 hours/week) and 5th grade teachers spent more than 30 percent more time on mathematics than 4th grade teachers (6.4 hours/week vs. 4.9 hours/week). So the differences were substantial.

The same researchers also examined shifts in instruction in Washington state that began testing writing, mathematics and reading in grades 4, 7 and 10 in 1998. Researchers conducted two waves of surveys of teachers in grades 4 and 7. Teachers reported shifts in the amount of time they spent on various subjects, and these shifts were consistent with the Kentucky findings described above. In the first survey, about 70 percent of 4th grade teachers reported increasing instructional time on writing and almost 60 percent reported doing the same for mathematics. About half of these teachers also reported decreasing the time spent on social studies, science, and the arts (Hamilton, Stecher, and Klein, 1976; 1978; Weick, 1977).
The pattern in the second survey was similar, but not as strong (Stecher and Chun, 2002).

RAND researchers have also been analyzing the effects of accountability policies on instructional practices of mathematics and science teachers in California, Georgia and Pennsylvania, using surveys that were collected in 2004 and 2005 after NCLB had taken hold (Hamilton et al., 2007). Measures of instructional change rely on teachers’ retrospective judgments about whether their instructional practices had changed since the prior year. Across the three states, the greatest increases from 2003-2004 to 2004-2005 in time reported by teachers were in core subjects tested according to NCLB accountability requirements – English/ language arts and mathematics (Hamilton et al., 2007). Similar increases were reported in the 2004 data collection. Elementary teachers were more likely than middle school teachers to report reallocating time, a finding that probably reflects the greater flexibility afforded to teachers in self-contained classrooms. This flexibility may also be the reason for the higher likelihood of reductions in time spent on science and social studies than arts or physical education—subjects that are often not under the control of the classroom teacher. It is important to note that the numbers reported in this study may understate actual changes: case studies indicated that in some schools, teachers of non-tested subjects were asked to integrate math or reading into their instruction, resulting in an increase in time spent on math and reading even in the absence of formal scheduling changes.
The findings of Pedulla (2003) and fellow researchers at the NBETPP also suggest test-induced curriculum narrowing. Regardless whether tests were high or low stakes, instruction in tested subjects increased, according to teacher reports, and decreased in non-tested subjects with the strongest effects in the high stakes situations. Still only one-quarter of the teachers working under high stakes testing conditions reported that areas not covered by the tests decreased ‘a great deal’. There is some evidence that the magnitude of the shifts among subjects varies according to the achievement level of the school. Teachers in Colorado, for example, reported that the state’s high-stakes testing system had led to a reduction in time spent on social studies and science, which were not tested, and teachers at low-performing schools were more likely than those at high-performing schools to report these changes (Taylor, Shepard, Kinner, & Rosenthal, 2003).

The instructional shifts that occur in response to performance-based accountability can be prompted by action at any level in the system. Since most evidence on reallocation of instructional time across subjects comes from the reports of teachers, many presume that these shifts are a consequence of independent decisions by teachers. But schools and districts also play a role. Using two waves of data from principals in North Carolina, Ladd and Zelli (2002) found that principals reported being significantly more active in 1999 than 1997 in encouraging “greater focus on math and reading in the teaching of other subjects” and in redirecting funds from other subjects to math and/ or reading. Indeed, the increase was more than double for some activities, for example, a little over
20 percent of principals reported redirecting funds in 1997 to over 70 percent in 1999. Similarly, data in Florida show that state accountability policies led to increases in school minimum time policies for different subjects with particularly high bumps in reading, when the accountability system gave it extra weight in its reckoning, and in science when that test was introduced into the accountability system (Hannaway, 2007).

A large multi-year study of the Florida accountability system, that included the full census of schools in the state and that linked administrative data on student performance with survey data on school instructional policies, found that accountability policies contributed to student gains and that a significant part of these gains were attributable to the policy changes (Rouse et al, 2007).

Survey data collected by the Center on Education Policy from the district level administrators in 2005 suggests that time spent on particular subjects in schools may be a consequence of district-developed policies. At least half of the districts in the CEP study require elementary schools to spend a specific amount of time on reading (60%) and on math (50%), and 71% of districts reported reducing time on untested subjects at the elementary school level to provide additional time for reading and mathematics instruction. Urban and high-poverty districts were especially likely to report requiring a certain amount of instructional time on tested subjects, and they also reported spending more time on these subjects than other schools (e.g., urban districts reported requiring an average of 113 minutes per day for reading instruction, whereas the overall average was

---

3 And, indeed, these are the best reporters since they have the first-hand knowledge of what is happening in
about 90 minutes). (Center on Education Policy, 2006). In addition, district staff often reported policies that required low-performing students to receive extra instruction in reading or math, which usually required the student to miss class time in other subjects.

A detailed analysis of Chicago’s accountability policy, instituted in 1996-97, shows similar results. In a variety of ways, including substituting away from untested subjects like science and social studies, teachers responded to the incentives established by the accountability policy. Drawing on the district’s individual student level longitudinal database, the Chicago study also examined student performance on the district’s high stakes tests and found related results. Gains in math and reading (tested subjects) were two to four times larger than gains in science and social studies (untested subjects), though performance in the untested subjects also increased (Jacob, 2004). Gains were the greatest in low-achieving schools and, interestingly, slightly larger for lower ability students in these schools in the tested subjects and smaller on non-tested subjects, suggesting a resource shift to tested subjects particularly for low achieving students.\(^4\)

It is difficult to explain the increase in performance in untested subjects, but it is possible that there are beneficial spillovers of accountability policies, as we earlier suggested. That is, reading gains may promote gains in other subjects because the written material associated with those subjects may be better understood. It could also be that classrooms facing accountability pressure are overall better organized for learning and this classroom classrooms.
orientation leads to across the board gains. In short, accountability systems may yield generalized efficiency gains in instruction, even when a limited number of subjects are tested. More detailed evidence and focused analysis are necessary to confirm this observation.

2. Do standards and accountability policies lead teachers to focus on some types of content and instructional practices over others?

Reallocation of instructional effort can also occur across skills within subject areas and evidence suggests that the format of the test affects the skills emphasized in instruction. Teachers in Kentucky, for example, where the state test required student written responses, reported increased writing instruction (Stecher et al, 1998). An earlier study in Kentucky also found an increased instructional emphasis on problem solving, as well as writing, as a consequence of the portfolio-based test in that state (Koretz et al, 1996). This type of reallocation is likely to be driven both by the content included on the tests and the specific ways in which items are designed to measure mastery of that content (for reviews and further discussion of these possible changes see Hamilton, 2003; Koretz & Hamilton, 2006).

---

4 Koretz and Barron (1998) and Dure and Strayer (2001) had similar findings.
5 This form of testing, however, is expensive because of the labor involved in grading so its use is limited. A 2003 GAO study estimated that the cost nationally of standardized testing to be $1.9 billion. If open-ended responses and essays were also included in the format, the cost would be $5.3 billion. However, new developments in computer-based testing, including the growing feasibility of machine-grading of open-ended responses, could eventually reduce these costs dramatically.
In the NEBPPT national survey, about 7 in 10 teachers reported that state-mandated tests lead teachers to teach in ways that run counter to their ideas of good practice (Pedulla, 2003). Similar responses were obtained from teachers in RAND’s three-state study; majorities of teachers disagreed with a statement that the state’s accountability system supported their personal approach to teaching (Hamilton et al., 2007). Surprisingly, the Pedulla et al., study indicated that responses for teachers in high stakes environments were not much different from teachers in low stakes environments. Also surprisingly, 81 percent of teachers in high stakes environments reported that state testing influenced them to teach ‘critical thinking skills’ and about the same percent (83%) reported that testing influenced them to teach basic skills. So while teachers feel that testing diverts their attention in ways that they feel inappropriate, it is sometimes unclear what those ways are.

Evidence from specific state testing programs suggests that the specific kinds of instructional changes teachers report are often a function of the test format (Borko & Elliott, 1999; Lane, Parke, & Stone, in press; Wolf & McIver, 1999). For example, mathematics teachers in Vermont reported increasing their emphasis on problem solving and representations in response to that state’s portfolio-based assessment system (Koretz, Stecher, Klein, & McCaffrey, 1994). Although portfolios are rarely used in large-scale testing systems, even shorter, open-ended items have been associated with reported increases in instructional practices that require students to explain their answers and in the use of open-ended tests in the classroom (Taylor et al., 2003; Hamilton et al., 2007). High-stakes writing assessments have been associated with increased classroom time
spent on writing (Koretz, Barron, et al., 1996; Koretz & Hamilton, 2003; Stecher, Barron, Kaganoff, & Goodwin, 1998). Understanding these instructional changes is important for trying to discern the source of gains on statewide tests. Stone and Lane (2003), for example, found that teacher reports of increased use of reform-oriented practices were associated with improved performance on a performance-based assessment in Maryland.

Research examining the more commonly used test formats, particularly multiple-choice items, similarly suggests that teachers respond by emphasizing tested material. Teachers in two districts studied by Shepard and Dougherty (1991) reported increasing time on basic skills, vocabulary, and computation in response to a high-stakes test that was believed to emphasize these skills. Among a national sample of eighth-grade mathematics teachers, Romberg, Zarinia, and Williams (1989) obtained reports of increased coverage of basic skills and computation accompanied by a decreased emphasis on extended projects and other activities not emphasized by most tests. Similar results have been observed in language arts, such as among Arizona teachers who reported de-emphasizing non-tested skills and activities, including writing (Smith et al., 1991). Reports of diminished emphasis on use of essay-based assessments, and of writing instruction designed to emphasize tested activities such as looking for errors in others-written work, have been described in other studies (Shepard & Dougherty, 1991; Darling-Hammond & Wise, 1985). The national study conducted by Pedulla et al. (2003) found that the tendency to adopt instructional materials and practices that mirror the format of state tests is more common in states with high-stakes testing programs than is states with lower-stakes programs. These responses may be of special concern in reading. To the
that extent tests influence teachers to focus on basic reading skills, coupled perhaps with a reduction in social studies, reading comprehension may suffer. Reading comprehension is promoted when students have a broad base of knowledge that they can bring to bear (Zstrow with Jane, 2004).

The effect of high-stakes testing on science has not been studied as extensively as reading and mathematics. As discussed earlier, the presence or absence of a high-stakes science test in a particular grade is associated with the amount of time teachers spend on science instruction. Some observers have concluded that science instruction would benefit from the inclusion of science tests in accountability systems, but even though its inclusion would probably lead to increased emphasis on the subject, there are concerns about the extent to which large-scale science tests measure inquiry and other valued science-related skills and (Pringle and Martin, 2005).

Some analysts suggest that, to the extent reallocation of instructional effort due to the nature of the tests is a problem, the problem is the tests not accountability per se. The notion is that if the right tests were used, instruction would follow, and students would learn the right material. Such reasoning, however, does not take into account the costs associated with alternative tests. In addition, there is evidence that even well-designed tests do not always avoid the problems associated with narrowing and score inflation (Koretz & Barron, 1998). Teachers often continue to engage in narrowed instruction by emphasizing the specific types of problem solving required by the test items (Stecher &
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Mitchell, 1995) or by focusing their instruction and evaluation strategies on the rubrics that are used to score the assessments (Mabry, 1999).

3. To what extent do standards and accountability policies lead teachers to focus on skills specific to assessment and testing procedures or to engage in other behaviors that might lead to higher test scores, but have little impact on real learning across students?

Apart from the shifts in instructional practice discussed above, test-based accountability policies may have other effects where the induced behaviors are unlikely to produce real overall learning outcomes across students, even though test scores might rise. Teaching to the test is a prime example. Other examples include targeting particular students or particular subjects that are likely to produce disproportionate gains.

Teaching to the test
Teaching to the test needs to be discussed and defined carefully. While it is often viewed as an adverse consequence of test-based accountability, the basic purpose of test based accountability is, indeed, to direct instructional attention to tested subjects. Although the term “teaching to the test” is sometimes used to encompass all changes in practice that are designed to raise test scores, including increasing time in a subject area, this section deals with the type of teaching to the test in which instructional effort is expended on
Skills that increase test scores without increasing the underlying skills and knowledge that the test was designed to measure (Kober, 2002).

Teachers in both nationally representative and state surveys report spending considerable time developing students’ test taking skills. (e.g., Quality Counts 2001; Hoffman, Assaf and Paris, 2001). Not surprisingly, this tendency appears to be particularly likely among teachers in states with higher levels of performance accountability pressure (Pedulla et al, 2003). Moreover, teachers’ emphasis on test taking is often reinforced by actions of school or district administrators. To illustrate, in one recent study (Hamilton et al., 2007) about 90% of principals in Georgia and Pennsylvania distributed test preparation materials such as practice tests to teachers, and similar percentages distributed released copies of the state tests. Almost all principals said they addressed test preparation in staff meetings and helped teachers identify content that is likely to be on the state test. The pay-off for student learning is unclear. Research suggests, for example, that simply drilling students on items from prior tests, a not uncommon practice among teachers (Popham, 2001), may increase test scores, but is unlikely to lead to real learning. Popham (2001) is careful to distinguish between “curriculum-teaching”, where teachers focus on the full body of knowledge and skills underlying a curriculum to be assessed, and “item-teaching” where teachers focus on specific questions likely to show up in a test, but that represent only a small bit of the body of knowledge of interest. It is the latter teaching to the test that is likely to lead to “test score inflation”, “increases in test

---

6 Specific test items are selected to indicate mastery of a broader set of skills and knowledge. To the extent that students learn the answer to a specific item, any inference to the broader knowledge domain is not warranted (Haertel, 1999; Koretz, McCaffrey and Hamilton, 2001).
scores that are not accompanied by commensurate increases in the proficiency levels they are intended to represent” (Koretz, 2003).

However, it is not always easy to determine what kinds of practices fit this description, and there is not necessarily a clear distinction between teaching that improves skills and knowledge and teaching that artificially inflates test scores. Koretz and Hamilton (2006) describe several types of instructional responses to testing. Some of these, such as teaching more effectively, would be considered desirable responses, and one of them—cheating—is clearly undesirable. In the middle are several categories of responses that could be considered ambiguous. For example, coaching on specific types of problems may improve student skills to some degree, but can also lead to score inflation if these skills do not transfer to other problem types. Having students practice filling in multiple-choice answer sheets may improve test validity to the extent that it enables students to demonstrate their skills and knowledge more readily, but beyond a certain amount is likely to be considered undesirable.

A study in Kentucky, an early accountability state, found that students had higher scores on previously used items in the state test than on new items, and further that students in schools with the largest gains had larger discrepancies between new and previously used items. The presumption is that the higher scoring schools used previously used items to coach students (Koretz and Barron, 1998). Other research has also found evidence suggesting that at least some of the gains when tests are re-used may not reflect real learning, at least not fully. For example, Koretz, Linn, Dunbar and Shepard (1991) found
that student performance on a high-stakes exam did not generalize to other exams that were not the focus of the accountability policy. But while “real learning” might not result from “item-teaching”, the incentive for teachers and school leaders to game the system in ways to increase test scores remains. Such behavior is clearly a down-side of test-based accountability systems. It not only wastes precious time with students, but also affects the validity of the information provided by the tests and sends faulty signals to administrators and policy makers about where to focus improvement efforts.

**Cheating and other inappropriate behavior**

A sure way to increase test score and not increase “real learning” is by outright cheating, whether by students, teachers or administrators. And the stronger the incentive in the accountability system, the greater the incentive to cheat. In Chicago, Jacob and Levitt (2003) found significant increases in outright cheating – changing answers or filling in blank responses -- by teachers or administrators after the introduction of high stakes testing, most prevalently among low-achieving classrooms. The researchers looked for odd patterns of student responses to test items in over 700,000 student tests and estimated that such egregious cheating took place in at least 4-5 percent of Chicago classrooms.7

Estimates of the extent of inappropriate teacher behavior also come from surveys of teachers. For example, a substantial minority of teachers surveyed in Maryland and Kentucky reported that teachers rephrased test questions for students during test

---

7 They also estimate that such cheating could only explain a very small part of test score gain since 1996-97 when the Chicago accountability policy took effect.
administration (Koretz, Barron, Mitchell and Stecher, 1996; Koretz, Mitchell, Barron and Keith, 1996). When teachers in two large school districts in Colorado were asked about inappropriate teacher behavior as part of a study of the instructional effects of accountability policies, about 10 percent reported they believed teachers in their schools gave students answers “often” or “frequently” and about 6 percent reported teachers changed student answers (Shepard and Dougherty, 1991). A more recent survey conducted by the National Board on Educational Testing and Public Policy (NBETPP) found fairly low incidence of reported cheating by teachers, even in high stakes environments where, it appeared to be somewhat less likely, perhaps because officials tend to issue strong warnings against cheating and to impose very strong sanctions in these environments. Only about 1-2 percent of teachers, regardless of the accountability environment, reported that they had heard of teachers or administrators changing scores. The most common report was of teachers giving extra time, ranging from 12 percent in the most high stakes school settings to 19 percent in a lower stakes setting (Pedulla et al., 2003). The results were not available by the performance level of schools so it is unclear how reports vary for higher and lower achieving schools where incentives might well differ. In addition, it is worth noting that obtaining accurate reports about cheating is more complicated than for other behaviors because of the legal issues and strong sanctions associated with cheating.

---

8 Care should be taken in interpreting estimates from this study. While the researchers surveyed 12,000 teachers in high stakes and low stakes accountability environments, the response rate was only 35%. The sample population, however, was similar to the national population of teachers in terms of age, race/ethnicity, type of school (elementary, middle, high school), and experience. See Pedulla, 2003, for details.
Case studies and analysis of school performance in Florida show a different kind of non- or only marginally productive response (Goldhaber and Hannaway, 2004). At the time of the study, schools in Florida received an F grade in the state’s accountability system if they failed all three tested subjects: mathematics, reading and writing. Each of these subjects was given equal weight in the accountability, probably in order not to distort instructional behavior. But schools quickly learned that the easiest way to avoid F status was to improve the writing score. Principals reported that they instructed students to write three paragraphs in response to whatever question was given. The first paragraph should begin “first”; the second paragraph should begin “then”, and the third paragraph should begin “finally”. If students followed this simple rubric, according to principals, students were highly likely to receive a passing grade. Sure enough, none of the 78 school schools that were at risk of receiving a second F received one. While many schools improved in multiple subjects, all the schools passed writing.9 This type of rubric-driven instruction clearly led to higher scores, but it is much less clear whether these scores represent a real improvement in students’ writing proficiency, especially given the formulaic nature of the instructions given to students.

Students

Another possible inducement of test-based accountability is differential treatment of students either in instructional attention or in testing. Teachers might direct more attention to, say, students near the threshold of some pass point, for example, than
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9 Interestingly, shortly thereafter, the state announced sweeping changes in the accountability system including decreasing the weight given to writing and increasing the weight given to reading (Goldhaber and Hannaway, 2001).
students either far below the pass point or safely above it. Targeting effort in this way is likely to have the greatest effect on increasing the number of students who make some proficiency standard. It is also in the interest of teachers and administrators to exclude from accountability-related testing students who are likely to do poorly on the test as well as to retain students in grade, thus changing the composition of students taking the test.

A sizable minority of teachers in the California, Pennsylvania and Georgia RAND study reported that they focused more on students who were close to the proficiency mark, suggesting they are diverting attention from other students (Hamilton et al., 2007). Booher-Jennings (2005) provided a rich case study of this practice, which she called “educational triage”. Somewhat in contrast principals in North Carolina reported directing more attention to low-performing students than to high performing students in both 1997 and 1999, though greater instructional effort was reported for both groups of students. The least amount of new attention was given to students who performed on grade level (Ladd, 2001), typical of systems with cut scores. Deere and Strayer (2001) also found evidence of increased attention to low achieving students. At least one recent study shows student achievement gains consistent with an emphasis on students performing near a threshold: Neal and Schanzenbach (2007) analyzed test scores from fifth-graders in the Chicago Public Schools and found that after NCLB was implemented, students performing near the middle of the score distribution showed larger gains than students performing above that level. The gains among the lowest-scoring students were mixed and not as consistent as those of the students scoring near the middle. A similar
pattern was observed after a district-level system, which also emphasized a cut score, was introduced in 1996.

Other studies provide evidence of manipulation of the test-taking population. Jacob (2004) found that while the total proportion of students in Chicago who took the test after the introduction of the accountability policy was about the same as it was before the policy, the percent of students whose test results were excluded for accountability purposes increased, though only modestly. Deere and Strayer (2001) also show increases in special education classification in Texas following the introduction of accountability. Similar findings about the assignment of students to special education have been found by Cullen and Reback (2006) in analysis of Texas data and in Florida data Figlio and Getzler (2002). In both these studies, the students assigned to special education tended to be low performing and minority students.

In addition, in Chicago, Jacob (2004) found evidence of increased grade retention, though Jacob and Lefgren (2002) found a mixed effect on grade retention. And Koretz and Barron (1998) found no evidence on grade retention in their data in Kentucky.

While accountability systems are generally intended to affect mostly students and schools at the low end of the performance distribution, Goldhaber and Hannaway (2004) suggest that there can also be large effects for high performing schools that are not necessarily beneficial. They found ‘A’ schools in Florida taking actions that were likely not
beneficial for their students’ learning, such as delaying all project work and field trips until after spring testing, in order to maintain their A status.

In summary, there is consistent evidence that some of the ways that test-based accountability policies induce teachers and administrators to behave might be considered unethical and make, at best, little contribution to real learning by students or lead to differential effects across students. Clearly efforts should be made to minimize such behavior. Such results, however, should not be used to condemn test-based accountability as a whole. Indeed, the incidence of outright cheating appears relatively low though other inappropriate practices are more common. The questions that need answering are: What is the net effect of test-based accountability policies after taking these negatives into account? And how can accountability systems be designed to minimize the likelihood of negative responses while maximizing the likelihood of practices that are beneficial for student learning?

5. To what extent do standards and accountability policies influence the infrastructure that supports instruction?

Information effects

---

10 The treatment of bilingual students is difficult to determine from this analysis because changes in policy for these students were confounded with the introduction of high stakes testing.
Apart from the formal incentive implications of test-based accountability policies, which can lead to benefits as well as unwanted distortions, as discussed above, accountability policies also produce information that can inform instructional efforts and make teaching more efficient and effective. The idea here is that the information feedback may affect teacher behavior independent of any formally instituted incentive scheme. The presumption is that teachers, like most individuals, prefer to perform their jobs well rather than poorly. They are therefore generally receptive to information that guides their behavior in more productive ways (assuming the costs of acquiring and using the information are not high). This openness to information, of course, is no doubt heightened and focused by accountability policies. The NBETPP survey found that teachers in high stakes testing environments reported that they were more likely to use information from tests to inform their instruction than teachers in low stakes environments, but teachers in low stakes environments also found the information useful (Pedulla et al., 2003).

Other research has also found that performance based accountability policies and the performance information they provide encourage teachers to work harder, be more instructionally focused, and develop their instructional capacities (Wolf, Borko, McIver and Elliott, 1999; Bishop and Mane, 1999). Still information alone may be insufficient to lead teachers to change their instructional behavior in the most productive ways (Firestone et al, 1998). And some types of information might lead to an increase in undesirable responses, such as excessive narrowing of the curriculum. Teachers in high stakes testing environments also reported that they were more likely to use information
from tests to inform their instruction than teachers in low stakes environments (Pedulla, 2003). Support and training are likely to be necessary to ensure that teachers use information in productive ways.

Case study results in Florida, for example, suggest that teachers in low performing schools (F schools) may have been unaware of how poorly they were doing when they were given information comparing their schools with student bodies with similar characteristics, and they reported finding the performance information motivating (Goldhaber and Hannaway, 2004). Teachers also reported that they preferred to be in an F school, where the district allocated additional resources, than in a D school that did not receive such resources, suggesting that their increased motivation was a function of performance information coupled with additional resources to support improvement efforts.

The RAND survey work in California, Pennsylvania and Georgia found that over three-quarters of teachers in each state reported that results of the state mathematics test led them to search for more effective ways to teach mathematics “a moderate amount” or “a great deal” (Hamilton, Berends and Stecher, 2005). When elementary school teachers were asked about whether, as a consequence of the state’s accountability system under NCLB, various aspects of their school had changed for better or for worse, teachers reported that every factor, except one, had changed for the better by either a large

\footnote{Far more teachers reported that teacher morale had changed for the worse than for the better: California (56% vs. 7%); Georgia (47% vs. 15%); Pennsylvania (73% vs. 6%).}
margin or at about the same rate as reported for changing for the worse.¹² The differences in factors relating to teaching practice were particularly large. For example 10 times more teachers in Georgia reported their own teaching practices changed for the better than changed for the worse (51% vs. 5%) and the patterns in California (33% vs. 8%) and Pennsylvania (38% vs. 15%) while not as large were in the same direction. When asked about ‘teachers’ general focus on student learning’, the pattern of responses was similar with larger percents of teachers reporting ‘change for the better’: Georgia (51% vs. 6%); California (44% vs. 9%); Pennsylvania (39% vs. 15%). The one exception was teacher morale where teachers overwhelming reported that things were worse: Georgia (47% vs. 15%); California (56% vs. 7%); Pennsylvania (73% vs. 6%).

The specific ways that teachers use data from accountability systems, and their receptivity to such data, are likely to be affected by a number of factors including school-level capacity and resources related to data use, opportunities for interaction around data with colleagues, and the specific ways in which the data are provided—particularly their timeliness and accessibility (Coburn, Honig, & Stein, 2005; Marsh, Pane, & Hamilton, 2006; Supovitz & Klein, 2003). Districts that are supportive of data use often take steps to promote school-level use of data. To illustrate, one school district working with the Institute for Learning invested a large amount of resources in the development of a computerized system, accompanied by staff training, to help teachers and other school staff analyze data and use this analysis as input into their school improvement plan.

¹² Responses of middle school teachers were very similar.
Teachers reported that this activity helped them use the data to guide their teaching (Marsh et al., 2005).

One specific way that districts have attempted to promote achievement data use is through the adoption of interim assessment systems that provide teachers and other school staff with frequent, timely information about students’ progress toward meeting state standards. A wide variety of interim assessment types has been developed, and some types—particularly those that are integrated into the curriculum and that provide teachers with rich information that can guide teaching and learning while it is happening (sometimes called “formative assessments”)—have been associated with improved student achievement (Black & Wiliam, 1998). In contrast, many of the interim assessments that have been adopted recently are designed to predict state test performance; they tend to be administered less frequently than the formative assessments described earlier, and are less closely tied with day-to-day instructional activities. Many of them have standardized administration conditions and are administered and scoredlectronically. As noted in a 2005 Education Week article, the availability and use of these tools from commercial test publishers has increased rapidly in recent years. There is little research evidence on the effectiveness of these systems, but teachers view them as an important source of information (Hamilton et al., 2008).

Resource allocation

Evidence also suggests that, under some conditions, accountability systems affect the educational infrastructure, in particular financial resource allocation and staffing patterns,
in ways likely to support instructional practice. For example, results show that during the early days of standards-based reform, districts serving higher poverty populations increased spending on instructional support service proportionately more than districts serving more affluent populations, possibly in an effort to increase student performance (Hannaway and Nakib, 2002). But results also show that early accountability states only increased investments in instruction if they also increased spending overall (Hannaway, McKay and Nakib, 2002). State policies appear to have large effects. In Florida, for example, major reform efforts were accompanied by increased expenditures for instructional staff support and increases for professional development were greater in high poverty and low performing schools (Hannaway, Nakib, Fu and Stanislawski, 2005).

CONCLUSIONS

The empirical findings to date suggest the incentives associated with accountability systems have powerful behavioral implications for classrooms and schools. Some of these effects are negative; other appear to be beneficial. Cheating and item teaching are clearly negative responses to test-based accountability and appear to be stimulated by test-based accountability. In addition, time to non-tested subjects, such as art, social studies and foreign languages appears to be sacrificed in favor of tested subjects. The extent to which this substitution is negative or beneficial is debatable and partly value based.
Other classroom level effects appear to be beneficial. Standards and aligned tests are shaping instruction and, at the least, they insure that the subjects considered by many to be the most critical subjects, particularly mathematics and reading, get considerable classroom attention. There is also some evidence that performance based accountability policies and the performance information they provide encourage teachers to work harder, be more instructionally focused, and develop their instructional capacities.

The power of accountability systems means that their details are important and demand careful attention and caution from policy makers. The strong influence of standards and especially tests on instructional practice places a significant burden on those standards and tests to be high quality. In addition, the targeting of particular students or cutoff scores can also make a significant difference in how teachers and administrators respond.

Research findings should also be treated cautiously. Accountability systems change over time as unintended consequences and other effects become evident to policy makers. In short, we should be careful about inferring too much from the cross sectional results of accountability systems. A dynamic model is needed to examine feedback and subsequent behavior both of policy makers and the subjects of accountability pressure - local administrators, teachers and students.
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